
The Covid-19 pandemic is an unprecedented
health crisis – unchartered territory. Our
politicians are making difficult choices about
the health of the UK’s population based on
unreliable information.

The inevitable economic crisis we are
encountering is not totally unprecedented
however. We can learn from the many global
financial crashes of the 20th and 21st century.
And so, our leaders – although still making
difficult choices, have an economic crisis
‘blueprint’ and a range of considered measures
they can follow.
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Bank of England action means that the
Government can borrow in the short term to
soften the economic blow. But still, this
Government’s loan will need to be repaid –
and surely this would mean an unavoidable
increase in taxes?

According to experts, in the best-case
scenario of a short lockdown - public debt
may stabilise at 85% of GDP in 21/22 and if
this happens, there should be no major
threat to long term fiscal sustainability.
However, if the lockdown continues, we
could see a larger loss of GDP and therefore
a loss of tax revenues.

UK Corporation Tax was 28% in 2010 but
has since seen a series of cuts that has cost
the UK £16.5bn a year according to the
studies. It is now 19%. Council tax bands
have not been revised in almost 30 years –
could an increase be on the cards? The top
rate of income tax could also be increased –
we’ve seen this in times of crisis in the past.
It has already been hinted that the self-
employed could be hit with a rise in National
Insurance payments. Chancellor Sunak has
said that the Treasury would look to address
the inconsistency in self-employment
contributions.

Perhaps the most likely solution is an
increase in VAT. Even a small increase of 1 -
2% would help to raise revenue. Others are
suggesting a 15% cut in VAT to encourage
spend and boost the economy.
Unfortunately, the VAT decrease in 2008
had very little impact on the overall GDP
and actually contributed to less
consumption when the temporary rate was
later removed. Businesses would also have
the added pressure of changing processes.
Would restarting economic activity lead to
further transmission of the virus?

KEY STATS FOR MARCH AND APRIL

• Retail sales fell by 5.1% in March 2020

• Clothing store sales fell by more than 
one third to February

• Fuel sales fell sharply by 18.9%

• Online sales reached a record high of 
22.3%

• Food stores saw a growth in monthly 
sales at 10.4%

• An estimated 24% of  businesses
temporarily closed or paused trading

• Those companies still trading saw one
in seven workers on furlough.
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The full scale of the impact of the pandemic
is yet to be realised, but we do know is that
so far British retail sales dropped 5.1% in
March – compared to February. This is the
largest ever drop recorded by the Office of
National Statistics, but perhaps not such a
huge drop as predicted due to the offset.

of panic-buying. Data from the OBR also
reveals that the UK is set to see a 35% drop
in economic output between March and June
2020. And the International Monetary Fund
predicts the UK economy will shrink by
6.5% during 2020.

As the government continues to collate
data, what do we predict for the future?
Quite simply, the UK faces three possible
economic outcomes - a quick recovery, a
slow recovery or a recession. A rapid
economic recovery would largely depend on
our counterparts in China and the US and
their own industry

output. If a global slowdown is looming, it
would largely affect small companies most
negatively, as well as service sectors
including travel and tourism, and oil and
gas. However, a pandemic-driven recession
will affect not only global growth but an
already overwhelmed NHS.

The UK has recently seen some firms
attempting a return to work - including
B&Q, Jaguar Land Rover and Taylor
Wimpey. We should feel the relief of our
Government continuing to cushion to the
economic crisis with job retention schemes
and emergency financial support.

Finally, can we take comfort in China’s quick
economic restart? Measures there are to
focus solely on temporary stabilisation.
Could this be a strategy the UK follows? The
Prime Minister certainly has a difficult
middle path to follow – between balancing
lockdown measures and stabilising the
economy.
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Information from REC indicates that the UK recruitment industry has seen a steep 
drop in demand, with most sectors negatively affected.

Some of the industry highlights are;

▪ Demand in health & social care is
increasing with some recruitment
businesses finding it difficult to keep up
and fill the roles. Nursing/medical/care
posted higher levels of demand for both
permanent and temporary staff in March
than the month before (REC Report on
Jobs).

▪ Organisations that supply staff in logistics
and across the food supply chain report

• higher demand. Blue collar saw higher
levels of demand for temporary staff in
March (REC Report on Jobs) while
transportation & logistics reported a
hiring increase of +6.9% compared with
last year (LinkedIn).

▪ Hardware & networking businesses that
support the shift to remote work – the
industry has reported one of the highest
hiring increases (+5.6%) compared with
last year (LinkedIn).

While roles in health & social care, food & drink manufacturing, and logistics are holding 
well, demand in other industries have been adversely impacted by the pandemic.

▪ Supermarkets have announced major
hiring plans but this has been offset by
wider challenges for high street retailers.

▪ Sales and customer service jobs have
fallen the fastest along with process plant
and machine roles (Emsi UK).

▪ Hiring rates in recreation travel
(-47.1%) and entertainment (-25.8%)
are well below the national average of -
15% (LinkedIn).

▪ Demand for programmers and software
development professionals, as well as for
chefs and catering roles has seen a big
reduction (Emsi UK).

▪ Scotland and N. Ireland reported the
biggest falls in job postings.

▪ London is less affected, partly because it
has a large proportion of professional
services type industries making
homeworking easier.

There have also been regional discrepancies;

▪ The lockdown has had a bigger effect in
those regions where there is a larger
concentration of manufacturing and
heavy industry, and face-to-face
industries (Emsi UK).
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It’s interesting to us, that unlike the 2008 recession - where companies didn’t have funds to
recruit – the Coronavirus crisis means that employers may be struggling to recruit but only
due to lockdown restrictions.

At present, agency workers are being engaged to meet the challenges of the pandemic –
covering for those sick or in isolation and adding to existing workforces to keep up with surge
in demand.

Our view is that once economic recovery begins, employers will be understandably resistant
to employing permanent staff members, and agency workers will be the first to be brought in
to fill any demand gaps.

The recruitment sector is strong, resilient and adaptable. We believe that by the middle of
June we will see the materialisation of huge, positive changes in the industry and significant
changes in policies, technology, recruitment strategies and remote working.

With lockdown as we know it being phased
out following the governments roadmap to
recovery, the fine juggling act between
public health and economic health.
Organisations across very different
industries will be working to make their
offices ‘COVID-secure’ with many opting for
PPE and strict social distancing measures.

With many changes to the way we work to
keep colleagues and the community safe,
we’re introducing a COVID Care Kit for our
permanent and temporary workforce, giving
them additional protection and reassurance
as they adjust to the new way of working.

Our COVID Care Kit contains:

▪ W.H.O approved formula hand sanitiser
▪ Branded double ply washable face mask
▪ Protective gloves
▪ Advice leaflet

We know business continuity is important,
more now than ever. Whether it’s to support
demand, sickness or holiday – we have an
active temporary workforce on hand. We’re
here when you need us.
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